Reducing the Cost of Drugs: A Case of Friendly Persuasion

It takes a certain amount of spine to corral top executives of Pfizer, Merck and Bristol-Myers Squibb into a private meeting to play hardball. These companies, after all, are pharmaceutical industry giants, each generating billions of dollars in annual sales. Yet a large network of investors, often religiously-motivated, is doing just that with these and other companies. They are the vanguard of a growing movement known as Socially Responsible Investing, or SRI. A recent example should suffice in conveying how effective they can be in winning concessions on behalf of an ostensibly greater good.

In October 2005, a trio of SRI activists—Sister Judy Byron, a Dominican Sister representing the Northwest Coalition for Responsible
Investment, Sister Susan Vickers, a Sister of Mercy representing Catholic Healthcare West, and Daniel Rosan, director of public health programs for a New York-based investor umbrella group, the Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility (ICCR)—met for two hours with top officials of a San Francisco biotechnology firm, Gilead Sciences, at company headquarters.1

The activists were on a mission: to persuade the company to allow the sale in African nations of generic (i.e., non-branded) versions of two patented anti-HIV/AIDS drugs, “tenofovir” and “emtricitabine.” This was more than a matter of profit, the activists argued. This was a matter of moral duty, to the world as well as to company shareholders. Nearly a third of the attendees at the company’s previous annual meeting had supported an ICCR-supported proxy resolution to that effect.

Months later, the activists received a response, though not the kind for which they had been hoping. Gilead announced plans to make tenofovir available in India, but in commercial form, thus precluding all generic sales. SRI investors and AIDS activists, angered that the drug would be unaffordable to the poor, swung into action. The company knew it was being watched carefully because the ICCR already had published the results of a survey that graded Gilead Sciences and over a dozen other pharmaceutical companies on what they had done to combat the disease.2

Gilead shareholders in May 2006 presented the ICCR resolution for a second time, again winning nearly a third of the vote. And SRI investors kept up the heat. Their efforts paid off. Company management announced a series of “voluntary” licenses for tenofovir, paired with technology transfer. By the fall of 2006, nearly a dozen generic drug makers had accepted assistance from Gilead to produce the drug.

Such a campaign amounted to a crushing defeat for patent law. But the Interfaith Center and its allies viewed it another way: a triumph for people in need. “The increased competition should lower prices and ensure continuity of supply, although not every generic firm has launched commercial products,” ICCR’s Rosan wrote hopefully.3 The agreement, the author emphasized, was mandatory: 4

In the Gilead controversy, the presence of institutional investors changed the nature of the debate. As shareholders, Sister Byron’s constituency requires solid financial performance from the company. Every policy Sister Byron recommended to Gilead had to conform to this standard. The result was a better understanding by Gilead management of how it could respond without sacrificing public health or losing valuable brand equity.

There is a coda to this story. On January 23, 2008, the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office revoked four key tenofovir-related patents held by the company. A Left-leaning nonprofit group, the Public Patent Foundation, had challenged their validity, claiming that the drug’s chemical properties already had been known at the time of Gilead’s application for the patents.5

This case illustrates a long-term trend in shareholder governance. Sectarian and lay organizations of the Religious Left, increasingly sophisticated in the world of investment, are pressuring corporations into “a better understanding” of the need to change ways of doing business. They are effective as well as relentless, having learned negotiating as well as investing skills.6 The resulting “partnerships” are products of coercion, subtle or otherwise.

The financial engine of this “Socially Responsible Investing” movement is the above-mentioned Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility. To understand how progressive shareholders are transforming the nature of doing business in America and throughout the world, it is essential to understand the ICCR and the elaborate investor network it has worked to cultivate.
profit coalition with an avowed membership of about 275 institutional investors, most of them of a religious nature, with a combined stock portfolio of more than $110 billion. The group operates on the belief that the best way to revolutionize a publicly-traded company is to become part of it. By buying enough stock to qualify for voting membership, in other words, an investor affiliate can introduce proxy resolutions at shareholder meetings, and even better, win private meetings with the CEO and other top brass. Sell-offs and boycotts, while intermittently effective, only can go so far in reshaping corporate governance. And the ICCR by now has planted its flag at hundreds of companies. Founded in 1971 as a project of the National Council of Churches, the Interfaith Center occupies the same West Side Manhattan street address as the NCC: 475 Riverside Drive. The center’s affiliate organizations include pension funds, mutual funds, foundations and churches. Each operates out of a desire to use assets as leverage to redirect corporate practices toward activities that presumably benefit all of society. They argue that corporations must operate under a new paradigm, one that puts human needs first and profits second. In its own words, ICCR “seeks to build a more just and sustainable society by integrating social values into corporate and investor decisions.”

On the surface, the Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility would seem an unlikely source of influence. For the year ending December 31, 2006, total ICCR expenditures were only $1.4 million, a figure comparable to previous years of this decade. Yet on this modest budget, the center coordinates activities among a wide range of shareholder activists and operates an effective clearinghouse to disseminate research. The center, guided by a 15-member governing board, coordinates efforts with investor affiliates to target industries and companies for pressure. Like Jesse Jackson’s Rainbow/PUSH Coalition, the Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN), and other radical nonprofit activist networks, ICCR investors aren’t afraid to identify and negotiate with companies whose practices they deem morally irresponsible. Interfaith Center activists devote much energy to setting up meetings with corporate officials and engaging them in “dialogues.” In practice, these negotiations amount to an ultimatum: Repent or prepare for some bad publicity and potential stock price declines. And this is a means toward a larger goal of systemic change. Through discussions with target corporations, ICCR-affiliated investor groups believe they can produce commitments not only from them, but from the entire corporate world. It’s a domino theory of conflict resolution.

Led by current Executive Director Laura Berry, the ICCR covers a wide range of policy issues. Working group areas include: Access to Health Care, Contract Supplier System, Corporate Governance, Enabling Access to Capital, Environmental Justice, Global Warming, Promoting Human Rights, Violence & Militarization of Society, and Water & Food. The Access to Health Care working group is the main focus of this report, but it can’t be separated from the other groups. ICCR sees each social problem as connected to others under a reigning capitalist ethical paradigm that encourages greed, negligence and recklessness. Moreover, exacting concessions to advance the objectives of one study area helps advance the objectives of other study areas. By demanding, for example, that pharmaceutical companies lower the price of drugs in the Third World, the Interfaith Center believes it is addressing human rights, corporate governance and contract supplier issues as well.

Interfaith Center pressure has two mutually reinforcing ends: 1) divestment from socially irresponsible activity; and 2) investment in socially responsible activity. Objectionable activity may include destruction of wildlife habitats, trade with countries with documented human-rights violations, and tolerance of inter-
nal corruption. Desired alternative activity may include reduction of underwriting standards for loan eligibility among low-income borrowers, investment in water-purification plants, and support for community-education and adult-literacy programs. The organization's early years were concentrated in the first area, as the ICCR spearheaded highly-publicized campaigns to oppose nuclear power, block Nestle's marketing of allegedly tainted infant bottle formula in developing countries, and urge corporate divestment from (apartheid-era) South Africa. The focus since has shifted toward promoting desirable activity. But whether the focus is on cursing the darkness or lighting a candle, the goal remains the same: a transfer of key decision-making from company officials to insurgent Left-leaning shareholders. Shares of stock are the bargaining chips.

Major corporations usually offer stock for sale. As publicly-traded entities, they are susceptible to outside pressure. Fully aware of this, ICCR affiliate investors have devised various techniques to apply pressure. They include dialogues, letter-writing campaigns, public-relations campaigns, boycotts and shareholder resolutions. The latter play an especially prominent role. In 2006, center affiliates sponsored a combined 258 proxy resolutions at 163 companies on issues ranging from environmental practices to executive compensation to employee ethnic diversity. The ICCR also has been at the forefront of many “corporate campaigns,” which are highly coordinated multidirectional attacks upon a particular company to protest supposedly offensive practices. Working with labor, civil-rights, public-health, religious and environmental organizations, the Interfaith Center tries to pressure companies, in potentially visible and embarrassing ways, to discontinue certain practices and/or adopt new ones. Whatever the tactics, the goal is a permanent shift in the structure of corporate governance.

Shareholders as Stakeholders: A Theology of Corporate Governance

The Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility from the start has been a hybrid of religious and economic doctrine. Founded by a coalition of Christian clergy and laymen, the ICCR sees corporations, left to their own devices, as rogue entities. Corporate success is attributable to base instincts wholly at odds with great religious teachings, most of all those of Christ. As such, argue shareholder activists, people of religious conscience have an obligation to realign corporate priorities and practices. While the idea of morally sound investing has roots among colonial-era Methodists and Quakers, in modern form it emerged in the early 1970s with the founding of the ICCR. The Interfaith Center made an impact. By 1980, Fortune magazine would cite ICCR as a “confluence of radical Christian and M arxist thinking.” The center today likely would eschew the word “M arxist” in favor of “progressive,” but its grievances against capitalism remain real and far-reaching.

The ICCR views business and the general public as part of the same economic “church.” As business must exhibit a conscience in its dealings, the center believes, the public has an obligation to invest only in businesses that display a conscience. In this way, they can encourage other, less enlightened businesses to turn away from moral squallor. More so than laws, which are perennially subject to co-optation or evasion, shareholder insurgency is the best antidote to corporate irresponsibility. In its absence, a corporation will ravage the environment, exploit workers, cheat consumers, threaten public health, and even wage covert war against indigenous peoples.

Clergy and laymen of the Religious Left provide theological ammunition. PBS commentator Bill Moyers, an ordained Baptist minister who four decades ago served as President Lyndon B. Johnson’s press secretary, is a prime example. In a June 2007 speech before the United Church of Christ General Synod at the Hartford Civic Center, he likened contemporary America to corporate-occupied territory:

You have raised a prophetic voice against the militarism, materialism, and racism that chokes America’s arteries. It’s a mystery to me. Jesus said, “Let the little children come to me...You have to wonder how this so-called Christian nation leaves so many children to suffer...For 30 years, we have witnessed a class war fought from the top down against the idea and ideal of equality. It has been a drive by a radical elite to gain ascendancy over politics and to dismantle the political institutions, the legal and statutory canons, and the intellectual and cultural frameworks that checked the excesses of private power.

This private power, Moyers emphasized, came about as the result of “corporate activism,” “intellectual propaganda,” “the rise of a political religion of fundamentalism” and “a series of political decisions favoring the interests of wealthy elites.”

Other Religious Left commentators endorse this view, with an eye toward a morally sound asset portfolio. The Unitarian Universalist Association, an ICCR affiliate, made this appeal to members early in the decade:

Before socially responsible investing, we would pray for peace on Sunday, and invest in war on Monday through Saturday. There were painful contradictions around espoused values and then what really happened to investment of dollars. In your congregation, ask whether...
the leaders of the congregation feel that moral imperative to do that kind of examination. Then take steps to make an approach that is sensible and can work. Create a working group that is broadly constituted—people from social responsibility, from finance committee, and with investment experience.

In the same spirit, Ted Ketcham, editor of the Santa Fe, N.M.-based Green Money Journal, argues that coaxing greedy, irresponsible corporations into changing their ways affirms the Scriptures. Citing the Apostle Paul’s admonition against “sordid gain,” Ketcham notes that the phrase, originally intended to serve as a guide to choosing leaders of Christian communities, also could serve as a guide to investing with a conscience.

Now corporations always have had outside critics. The public inevitably will have concerns over how companies do business. Indeed, a company needs critics, whether they are consumers, employees, shareholders or community leaders. Accepting criticism may lead to decisions that improve profitability. The location of a new manufacturing plant or the introduction of a new life-saving drug may have harmful impacts that a company's officials should know about in advance. Entry into a previously untapped market might boost company growth. Highly successful CEOs in recent years such as Jack Welch (General Electric) and Lou Gerstner (IBM) have touted the importance of soliciting constructive criticism. They know that today's complaints may form the basis for tomorrow's innovations—or at least the avoidance of tomorrow's headaches.

Socially Responsible Investing operates from a different frame of reference. In the view of its advocates, corporations have to go beyond simply taking advice; they must cede decision-making authority to SRI activists, presumably better attuned to frustrations and aspirations of the larger world. Corporations effectively must give up the idea that they have a right to maximize profits or even necessarily keep them. The ICCR and its affiliates aren't just critics of free enterprise, they are decidedly unfriendly ones.

The business world is by nature competitive. To win requires an economic calculation that appears to SRI activists as morally rudderless. To them, business habitually takes moral shortcuts in the search for profit, inflicting serious damage upon the world in the process. Even honest businessmen, left to pursue their own interests, will look the other way. Ethical persons and communities across the globe, most of all here in the U.S., therefore must persuade companies that their continued profit depends on shifting toward responsible priorities. And the ICCR and other Religious Left organizations are determined to redefine “responsible.”

Such activists claim they don't oppose profits per se, merely the rogue manner in which they normally are made. Yet the distinction is less than clear. For in accusing business leaders of failing to adopt basic humanitarian, civil rights, health care, environmental and other standards, they are calling into question their right to run their own companies. Steven Schueth, a former chairman and president of an SRI group, Social Investment Forum, defines responsible investing this way: “Generally, social investors seek to own profitable companies which make positive contributions to society.”

Such a definition merely raises questions: Why should a company already have to be profitable in order to be a legitimate investment opportunity? And what is a “positive” (as opposed to a “negative”) contribution to society? Such activists are saying rather palpably that a firm's obligations to the public take precedence over its obligations to shareholders.

In opposition to shareholder primacy, the activists have devised their own term to describe the larger social sphere that ought to rule: stakeholders. “A stakeholder,” wrote environmental activist Harry Van Buren in a recent Interfaith Center report, “can be defined as any group or individual who can affect or who is affected by a firm's activities. There are lots of stakeholders to consider, including employees, communities, stockholders, suppliers, governments, and activist groups.” That would seem to cover a lot of ground. Common sense dictates that it is self-anointed spokesmen for affected individuals and communities who make demands on behalf of stakeholders. ICCR-affiliated shareholders fit the bill here. They can rattle corporate cages from the inside in ways that as mere outside “protestors” they cannot. They especially can speak for persons whom Van Buren calls “dependent stakeholders,” those with legitimate and urgent claims, but who lack recourse to satisfy them.

But Socially Responsible Investing has a far-reaching set of goals separate from those sought by conventional shareholders. After all, if all those other stockholders haven't been able to steer companies toward a straight and narrow moral path, then someone else has to do the job. “Stakeholder... is leftspeak for representatives of employees, consumers and environmentalists,” recently wrote social critic Keith Windschuttle. “In other words, instead of corporate boards being elected by and accountable to the majority of their shareholders, the Left wants them to be dominated by
trade unionists, consumer advocates and Greens.” Call it a Trojan Horse strategy, but SRI investors, armed with intense moral conviction, are entering the gates of corporate America with the intent of conquering it— one resolution and dialogue at a time. As SRI investor capital reached $2.3 trillion in 2005, roughly 9 percent of all professionally managed assets that year, they are a force to be reckoned with.20

The Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility sees morally-grounded business decisions as requiring extensive input from stakeholders. Dialogues and shareholder resolutions are crucial to altering corporate behavior, whether (to use two recent examples) to persuade Bed Bath & Beyond to hire more minorities and women for managerial positions or to coax Bristol-Meyers Squibb, Pfizer and other pharmaceutical companies into adopting “voluntary” restraints on raising prescription drug prices. Companies must feel the heat whenever possible, even if that means delaying or canceling certain decisions. Should a corporation yield, its concession(s) must be understood only as a good first step. Oddly enough, companies are learning to acquiesce.

Ford Motor Company offers a recent case in corporate fecklessness. Sister Patricia Daly, executive director of the Tri-State Coalition for Responsible Investment, a Montclair, N.J.-based alliance of Catholic institutional investors that works closely with ICCR, filed a proxy shareholder resolution calling for the automaker to address how its product fleet may be creating greenhouse-gas emissions and to develop fuel-efficient alternatives. Ford agreed to meet the demand, whereupon shareholders withdrew the resolution. Yet the company, shaken by the possibility of further proposals, went the extra mile, publishing the proposal and its response. Daly was filled with praise for her newfound partner. “We congratulate Ford for leading the U.S. auto industry in responding to shareholder concerns by addressing a variety of climate change-related policy and business scenarios,” she said.21

This case amply summarizes the modus operandi of the shareholder Left— targeting, dialogue, victory, flattery, partnership. Desiring to eliminate moral corruption, activists want to transform the corporation into a vehicle for radical social change. For them, a corporate decision is a social decision, and as such, a CEO and other company officials should consult the larger society before making it.

**Health Care Price Controls: Who Pays The Bills?**

**ICCR Campaigns for Drug Price Containment**

The Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility has poured much of its energy over the last decade into its Access to Health Care Working Group. In 2006, 32 of the 258 proxy resolutions filed by its affiliates pertained to health care. The center has placed much of its focus on making available drugs to combat Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) in developing countries. At the XVI International AIDS Conference that year in Toronto, ICCR released a monograph, Benchmarking AIDS: Evaluating Pharmaceutical Company Responses to the Public Health Crisis in Emerging Markets. This report rated the world’s top drug companies on their provision of “access” to medicines.

The center followed up this effort with a series of initiatives. ICCR members worked with Bristol-Meyers Squibb, Gilead Sciences, Boehringer-Ingelheim and other major drug companies to create new technology-transfer and voluntary-licensing agreements to speed generic production of life-saving medicines. The center also worked with nonprofit activist groups such as Oxfam America and the Ethical Globalization Initiative. The ICCR and Boston Common Asset Management released a report titled, How & Why: Corporations Responding to AIDS, a compilation of best practices among oil & gas, beverage, technology and consumer products companies. The study provided, in the words of ICCR, “a clear roadmap for engaging companies operating in India, China, Southeast Asia, and sub-Saharan Africa who are facing substantial AIDS and other public health risks.”23

Daniel Rosan, until recently the ICCR program director for public health, explained his organization’s position following a month-long fact-finding tour of Botswana, Kenya and South Africa:24

Corporate reactions tend to be late, relatively small, and driven by a small number of dedicated people who may or may not be creating sustainable programs. There is a clear benefit for corporate programs begun by employees acting in response to the AIDS crisis in their communities.

But eventually, corporate Boards and headquarters need to step in and provide strategic direction for their companies. Otherwise companies will not create long-term programs, and will spend decades playing catch-up to the AIDS pandemic, instead of being part of the global effort to end it.

The endgame of SRI activists is to create in developing nations an ongoing de facto price control program for prescription drugs. They argue, from conviction if not from sound economics, that millions of adults and children in African and other Third World countries will die needlessly from AIDS and other illnesses because the price of drugs is set out of reach. It is nothing short of immoral, the ICCR and its allies argue, that major
pharmaceutical companies rake in large profits while allowing the most vulnerable to suffer and die. Shareholders in pharmaceutical companies involved in AIDS research and development have a fiduciary duty to alter company practices.  

ICCR shareholders are calling upon pharmaceutical corporations to produce and make publicly available studies on the economic impact of HIV/AIDS and their own institutional steps to lessen the incidence and impact of the disease. Their appeals have not fallen on deaf ears. If anything, corporate leaders have been accommodating. On December 6, 2004, for example, Mary Ann Gaido, a spokesperson for St. Joseph Health System, a Catholic health care ministry of the Sisters of St. Joseph of Orange, California, read a shareholder resolution that St. Joseph and ICCR (on whose governing board she serves) had filed with the Ford Motor Company. The result was a decision by Ford management to prepare a report on what it plans to do about HIV/AIDS.

It is not just about doing the right thing for people who are living with HIV and AIDS. Frankly, it is about doing the right thing for shareholders. HIV and AIDS is an emerging market risk. And denial is not a risk management strategy.

That is why St. Joseph Health System and ICCR took action. That is why St. Joseph Health System and ICCR took action. As a shareholder, we filed a shareholder resolution with Ford Motor Company asking for a report on the economic impact of the HIV/AIDS Pandemic, and a report on what Ford is doing about it.

Essentially, we asked for the report—the report that Ford is releasing this morning. And we asked them to do better, and to raise the bar for corporate America.

Rosan followed with these flattering words:

So I have a great deal of confidence when I say that Ford Motor Company's commitments today make it a leader in the fight against HIV and AIDS. Not an industry leader. Not a regional leader.

Today, Ford becomes a truly global leader in the fight against HIV and AIDS.

Over the next months and years, ICCR will work with Ford to ensure that Ford's HIV and AIDS programs are world-class, and stay world-class, for as long as HIV continues to threaten Ford's workforce, its markets and shareholders....Now ICCR will be asking of other companies, "Are you doing your part?"

A couple years later, ICCR extracted a commitment from Wal-Mart to promote another initiative near and dear to the center. On February 7, 2007, the Interfaith Center lauded the world's largest retailer as a team player in its "Better Health Care Together" shareholder resolution campaign. This campaign is designed to achieve universal health coverage in this country by 2012. ICCR affiliates, owners of more than two million shares of company stock, believed that they could push Wal-Mart into a declaration of support for expanded government funding for health care. True to form, current ICCR Board Chairman Margaret Weber, director of the Michigan-based Adrian Dominican Sisters, used flattery. "Wal-Mart did not challenge this proposal at the Security (sic) & Exchange Commission, but rather has constructively engaged with unions, businesses, shareholders, and others to develop a set of Common Sense Principles for reforming the US health system," she said. "These principles serve as a basis for fundamental, systemic change and closely mirror principles articulated by ICCR's Access to Health Care working group."

She ruefully added that the other six companies with whom it had filed similar shareholder proposals—Ford Motor Co., Kohl's Department Stores, General Motors, Macy's (formerly Federated) Department Stores, Target, and 3M Corp.—each decided to challenge the resolution. The SEC later ruled that five of the companies could omit the resolution. As an act of poetic justice, only Ford, the very company ICCR's Rosan had praised in 2004 as a "global leader" in the fight against AIDS, was denied permission.

The ICCR has made clear its intention to extract commitments from pharmaceutical companies to sell AIDS drugs at prices far below market levels, effectively creating a large subsidy from the U.S. to developing nations. For them, a "responsible" company is one that recognizes that saving lives takes precedence over maximizing revenues. The ICCR and affiliate investors cannot accept the possibility that the logic of the market is what enables companies to develop and sell life-saving drugs in the first place. Moreover, they are issuing a veiled threat. The ICCR believes that if the pharmaceutical industry will not voluntarily lower prices to desired levels, then government ought to step in and do the job, either through establishing price ceilings, replacing private-sector price negotiators, or canceling existing patents. They especially are supportive of legislation that would authorize our federal government to serve as a purchasing agent, directly negotiating with health maintenance organizations (HMOs) and pharmaceutical companies to lower the price of drugs. At present, the Medicare program does not operate in this manner, though Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) health plans do.

The Interfaith Center and its affiliates are possessed of an unwavering conviction that adequate health care by U.S. standards, whatever the cost, is a universal right. Every corporation, including those outside the health care sector, must do its part. Offering health benefits to all full-and part-
time employees is merely a start. More importantly, a company ought to support legislative and other measures that drive down the price of medicine for those who cannot afford it. The issue of who pays, and how much, is of secondary importance. To the ICCR, economics is more about moral absolution than costs and benefits.

**Drug Price Controls: The Consequences of Good Intentions**

It has become a growing article of policy wisdom that U.S. drug companies charge far too much for patented drugs, and in the process, cause untold hardship for people here and abroad. Americans alone spent $274 billion on prescription drugs in 2006, an increase of 82 percent since 2000. The antidote to this untrammeled greed and profit are price controls of one kind or another. In the October 17, 2000 presidential debate in St. Louis, Al Gore stated: “I have never been afraid to take on the big drug companies... They're trying to artificially extend the monopoly so they can keep charging high prices. I want to streamline the approval of generic drugs so that we bring the price down.”

Health and approval of generic drugs so that we bring the price down. Merrill Goozner calls for aggressive enforcement of “reasonable pricing” applying to any National Institutes of Health (NIH)-funded research that leads to patents and commercial distribution, arguing, “We need legislation to ensure that publicly funded innovations are broadly available at moderate prices.”

And the New England Journal of Medicine, a flagship periodical of the American medical profession, expressed this position in an editorial:

The pharmaceutical industry is extraordinarily privileged. It benefits enormously from publicly funded research, government-granted patents, and large tax breaks, and it reaps lavish profits. For these reasons, and because it makes products of vital importance to the public health, it should be accountable not only to its shareholders, but also to society at large.

Not only do health care firms charge too much, critics charge, but they have bought Congress to make sure things stay that way. Companies and trade associations now spend more than $100 million a year on lobbying and campaign contributions to keep industry profits remain high by any means necessary.

It’s odd that the drug industry continues to be subject to charges of making “obscene profits,” given its recent hard times. During the period 2002–06, the industry brought to market 43 percent fewer new chemical-based drugs than during the second half of the Nineties, despite a more than doubling of R&D spending. In December 2007, Bristol-Myers Squibb announced plans to cut 10 percent of its workforce and close or sell about half of its 27 manufacturing plants by 2010. In October 2007, Moody’s Investors Service, which rates about $90 billion worth of pharmaceutical-firm debt, lowered its outlook for the U.S. drug industry from “stable” to “negative.” And during 2011–12, projects the research and development, industry revenue will decline, the first such decline in at least four decades.

The Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility and its affiliates aren’t deterred by such indicators. In 2000, an ICCR-sponsored coalition of shareholders in 10 pharmaceutical companies weighed in with resolutions calling for restraining prices for retail customers. “Concern about the high price of prescriptions for those who are un-insured or under-insured inspired these resolutions,” said Regina Murphy, then-director of the ICCR’s international health program. “As it is, people are having to choose between food or other necessities and needed drugs.”

Several years later, the ICCR-affiliated Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, issued a policy paper, “Domestic Access to Health Care,” establishing 10 resolution guidelines for investors. Guideline Two reads: “We support a report on the company’s initiatives to create, expand, and implement policies and programs to extend pharmaceutical accessibility, taking into account the costs and benefits.”

Guideline Three reads: “We support reports disclosing the extent and types of payments, incentives, or rebates that are made to doctors, pharmacy benefit managers, and other pharmaceutical purchasers in order to influence the selection of a particular drug.”

From the ICCR’s perspective, the concerns of stakeholders take precedence. And stakeholders want price controls— or so it would seem. A recent Kaiser Family Foundation poll indicated that 65 percent of respondents favored legal limits on drug prices, with 46 percent of those in favor saying they would prefer controls even at the expense of research and development. But popularity and soundness are two different matters. Even assuming that the critics of drug pricing are possessed of selfless intentions, it is unlikely their campaign, once put into place, would benefit those on whose behalf they speak.

The market for prescription drugs, like the market for air travel, phone service or housing, is a testament to the millions of daily interactions between buyers and sellers seeking to maximize competitive advantage. Consumers pay an advertised price for medicine because they believe...
they are better off after the purchase, even if they would have preferred to pay a lower price. Likewise, producers charge a price less than what they would like to, but high enough to be profitable. If government intervenes on behalf of consumers to drive down prices, it is presuming knowledge about an “appropriate” price. To render a firm less able to recoup the costs of production through the price mechanism diminishes the willingness of the firm to continue production at present levels, if at all.

Prescription drugs are not exempt from this market logic. If pharmaceutical companies are forced, directly or indirectly, to charge less than what they consider revenue-maximizing prices for certain drugs, they will respond by developing or selling other, possibly less effective drugs. The up-front investment to develop, test and bring a new brand-name drug to market is enormous, even when it does not directly involve Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regulations. Advocates of Socially Responsible Investing, unfortunately, see this as a secondary consideration. What matters most is price minimization, a strategy that enables the poorest consumers to afford items for sale. The result supposedly would be a healthier society, and without selfish profiteering by drug companies and distribution networks. The evidence, however, strongly suggests that pharmaceutical price controls, here and outside the U.S., have produced serious negative consequences.39

One argument made by advocates of price controls is that they would allow consumers to spend less money on drugs, and thus would have more money left over for other necessities of life. Such a view, however, overlooks the possibility that drugs have a long-range preventive effect. In other words, by paying more today for "overpriced" drugs, health-care consumers may be avoiding greater physician and hospital expenses, including surgery, later on.

Empirical evidence supports this view. A paper by Columbia University’s Frank Lichtenberg for the National Bureau of Economic Research concluded that each $1 increase in spending on drugs was associated with a $3.65 reduction in hospital-care expenditures.40 A 1999 report by the Boston Consulting Group noted that in 1977, when the brand-name acid-blocking drugs Tagamet and Zantac were introduced, surgeons in this country performed about 97,000 operations for peptic ulcers. Yet by 1987, the figure had fallen to less than 19,000. By 1990, the annual cost of a patient’s ongoing drug therapy was a mere $900, compared to $28,000 for each surgical intervention.41 And American Enterprise Institute resident scholar John Calfee in his book, Prices, Markets and the Pharmaceutical Revolution, noted that anti-schizophrenia drugs costing $4,500 per year actually reduce annual institutional treatment costs by more than $70,000. Additionally, he pointed out, drugs designed to break apart blood clots cut hospital and rehabilitation costs for stroke victims by about four times the cost of the drug.42

Perhaps even more importantly, long-term savings also can be measured in life extension. In a study of 1,100 patients, Humana Hospitals discovered that drugs designed to combat congestive heart failure, aside from cutting hospital costs by 78 percent, reduced the death rate from 25 percent to 10 percent.43 The Boston Consulting Group reported the following declines in diseases treated with pharmaceuticals over the period 1965–96: rheumatic fever/rheumatic heart disease (83 percent); atherosclerosis (74 percent); stomach ulcers (72 percent); ischemic heart disease (62 percent); emphysema (57 percent); and hypertension (21 percent).44 Columbia University’s Lichtenberg, analyzing data for the period 1991–2004, concluded that the strongest factor associated with improved life expectancy was the availability of newer drugs. He found that longevity increased most of all in states where access to newer drugs—measured by “vintage” (i.e., year of FDA approval)—was highest. Lichtenberg calculated that a one-year advance in overall drug vintage was associated with a two-month gain in life expectancy. In other words, if a Medicare patient with a particular condition had bought a drug approved in 2002 rather than in 1998, he or she would have lived on average an extra eight months.45

Life extension, even more than cost-savings, can be seen as the end of improved drug treatment, a point that AEI’s Calfee makes. “The ability of pharmaceuticals to reduce the total expenditures for health care, as well as business costs, is important but secondary,” he wrote. “The primary benefit is that ‘patients and consumers...are gaining...better health, longer life, reduced pain and discomfort, and other blessings.’”46

Forcing down prices would have an even more baneful consequence: Drug manufacturers would have less incentive to develop new drugs. The European experience, far more a product of price controls than our own, is instructive. In a study published in the early Nineties, the U.K. National Heart and Lung Institute concluded that roughly 90 percent of Europeans who had experienced heart failure and were candidates for receiving ACE-
inhibitors in fact had not received them, despite the demonstrated ability of these drugs to prevent second heart attacks and left-ventricle dysfunction. In France, where the figure also was around 90 percent, the estimated toll of shortages over four years was 16,000 lives and $528 million.47

Other international studies also suggest that price controls have adverse effects. In 2004, the U.S. Department of Commerce conducted a study of 11 member countries of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) that rely heavily on government fiat to set prices. The report found that price controls in these nations (there are 30 OECD countries in all) caused a $5 billion- to-$8 billion reduction in funding for drug research and development. Restoration of such funding “could lead to three or four molecular entities annually.”48 That’s no small reason, for example, why 57 percent of British men and nearly half of French and German men who get prostate cancer will die from it. In the U.S., by contrast, the figure is only 20 percent.49 In April 2006, the American Enterprise Institute’s John Calfee, Mario Villarreal and Elizabeth D’Urso reported that prescription prices of 43 drugs were substantially lower in Australia, Canada, France, Germany and Great Britain than in the U.S., but that this finding only applied to less-unique drugs; i.e., those readily available over the counter and subject to strong competition.50

With highly unique drugs, by contrast, relative prices were proportional to per-capita GDP, if not higher. “Our results,” the researchers stated, “suggest that price controls operate to blunt these incentives for follow-on drug research, leaving most of the burden to U.S. purchasers. Because these follow-on R&D results are often extremely valuable, the implications merit substantial concern.”

Studies examining the impact of price controls solely within America have yielded similar conclusions. A few years ago the Manhattan Institute’s Center for Medical Progress estimated the effect of price controls on pharmaceutical industry investment in research and development. Using various benchmarks for controls, such as those practiced by Europe countries and by our own Department of Veterans Affairs, the authors estimated that R&D spending would drop by almost $300 billion, or nearly 40 percent, over the following two decades. This, the researchers estimated, translates into a loss of 277 million life-years.51 That is the chief reason, noted the center’s then-director, Robert Goldberg, why U.S. biotechnology and pharmaceutical firms during the course of 2003 increased R&D investment by 16 percent, whereas their European counterparts decreased investment by 2 percent. That is also why Europe has more biotech firms than us, yet we account for 75 percent of worldwide biotechnology revenues, 75 of R&D expenditures, and 80 percent of key patents.52

John Vernon, professor of finance at the University of Connecticut, has been especially prominent in debunking the case for price controls. He and colleague Joseph Golec in 2006 published a paper concluding that R&D spending among European Union drug companies grew at a real annual compounded rate of 5.4 percent during 1986–2004, well below the 8.8 percent rate among U.S. companies. The authors argued that while EU price controls did reduce inflation, they also led to 46 fewer medicines and 1,680 fewer research jobs.53 In a separate study, Vernon and Thomason-Medstat-U.S.A’s Thomas Abbott concluded that if prices were fixed at 40 to 45 percent below market levels, the number of compounds moving from laboratory to human trial would decrease by 50 to 60 percent. “Because of the uncertainties involved,” observed the authors, “fewer compounds moving into clinical trials directly translate into fewer new products—the effects of which wouldn’t be fully felt for several decades because of the long development cycle. Moreover, because of the spillover effects of R&D, less activity today reduces the possibilities for new opportunities in the future.”54

In yet another study, Professor Vernon used nationwide data from 1960 to 2000 to simulate consumer outcomes under an assumption of a hypothetical drug price control policy that limited price increases to the rate of inflation during 1981–2000. He found that consumers would have had an extra $472 billion on hand by the end of 2000. That looks impressive on the surface. But such a policy, the author cautioned, would have led to 198 fewer drugs brought to market in the U.S., an average opportunity cost of $2.4 billion per drug.55

Where price controls don’t prevent the launch of new drugs, they are likely at least to delay it. A multinational study released in 1999 by the Boston Consulting Group concluded that government interference resulted in delays in approved drugs reaching the marketplace. The authors observed: “Greece, Belgium, and France, countries with considerable market intervention, have the longest delays between product approval and marketing, whereas Germany, Norway, the U.S. and the U.K., countries with relatively less intervention, have the fewest delays.”56
Here is a good way to summarize all these findings. Price controls make today's life-saving medicine more affordable. But they do so by discouraging the development of tomorrow's medicine. The politically attractive short-term benefits are visible; the long-run costs are a good deal less so. But unintended consequences seem to be of little interest to the ICCR and its affiliates.

**Government Price Negotiation as Price Control**

Price-control advocates in this country may favor formal ceilings, but as a bow to political reality, they have focused most of their efforts on authorizing, and better still, mandating direct government negotiation. More than anything else, they want the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to replace private entities as the negotiating agent for achieving price discounts from drug companies. To understand why this course of action would be poorly advised, it's necessary to understand the rudiments of negotiation generally.

The drug industry is highly circumscribed by price negotiation, a process which though informal, follows a recognizable protocol. Each party establishes a limit—known as the “walk-away” price—that defines the bounds of acceptability. For the seller, this price is expressed as a minimum; for the buyer, it is expressed as a maximum. Negotiation is about feeling out extremes and then getting to a mutually acceptable point. If a producer, for example, says flatly he will not sell his product below $100 per unit, while the buyer is adamant about not paying a penny more than $60 per unit, all subsequent negotiation represents an attempt to arrive at an agreement within the $60–$100 range. Each side has an interest in yielding ground, though not too quickly, to reach a compromise.

All negotiated decision-making follows this logic. Anyone familiar with how labor-management talks operate, for example, knows that a union and an employer begin with widely divergent demands, but gradually yield ground, fearing a possible strike or lockout. The world of prescription drugs is no exception. Moreover, its main focus is on the demand side. "(P)atient reactions," observes The Heritage Foundation's Edmund Haismaier, “inevitably shape and limit the negotiating freedom of those who negotiate on their behalf. This means that the ‘buy side’ negotiators must always be mindful of how patients will react to their decisions, lest their actions produce a consumer response that undermines their negotiating strategy. Indeed, they must also be sensitive to the possibility that the ‘sell side’ negotiators could spark or encourage such a consumer reaction as a way of altering the negotiation parameters in the sellers’ favor.”

Because the pressure that government faces is more political than economic, its incentive is not to maximize profits, but to please constituencies. Hence, government negotiators have
every reason to prolong the process, even when it is clear that the delay may be preventing the marketing and sale of life-saving drugs. The Boston Group concluded as much.\textsuperscript{58}

One of the causes of such delays can be negotiation over price. Interviews with industry leaders confirmed that the time it takes to negotiate was increasingly the bottleneck in launching new medicines. While governments try to achieve the lowest possible price, and companies hold out for a price they will accept, large segments of the population that may benefit substantially from the new treatments are left waiting. The problem is particularly acute in Europe, where parallel trade and cross-country reference pricing can cause uneconomically low prices to spread between countries.

Supplanting the private sector in the process could result in less research and development of life-saving drugs, especially for the most vulnerable populations.

The Interfaith Center and its network of shareholders take a much different view. What they want at minimum is legislation that would authorize, and better yet, mandate the Department of Health and Human Services to negotiate drug prices under Medicare Part D; i.e., to require what the Medicare Prescription Drug Improvement and Modernization Act of 2003 (P.L. 108-173) explicitly bans.\textsuperscript{59} Private-sector negotiators, also known as Pharmacy Benefit Managers (PBMs), the ICCR argues, operate as avaricious middlemen, taking hefty cuts for themselves, leaving the elderly and disabled at the mercy of the marketplace. With an estimated 43.7 million people now enrolled in Medicare, argue progressive investors, the time is now for legislation to give HHS the authority to take private greed out of negotiation.\textsuperscript{60}

These activists lately are relying heavily on a study sponsored by Families USA.\textsuperscript{61} The Washington, D.C.-based nonprofit health-care research group sought to evaluate the imposition of the act’s “non-interference” clause after one year. Families USA analyzed prices for the 20 drugs most frequently prescribed to seniors among the five largest Part D insurance plans—United Healthcare, Humana, WellPoint Unicare, Cerner Health, and WellCare. These plans accounted for more than 9 million enrollees. The study found that for each of the top 20 drugs prescribed, the lowest price charged by any of the five insurers was still higher than the lowest price secured by the Department of Veterans Affairs, which does allow for direct federal negotiation. Moreover, as a median, the lowest Part D plan price was 58 percent higher than the lowest VA price, with differences in some cases being far more dramatic. For the lipid-reduction agent, Zocor (20 mg), the lowest VA price for a year’s treatment was $127.44, while the lowest Medicare Part D price was $1,485.96, or 1,066 percent higher. And for protonix (40 mg), a generic gastrointestinal agent, the lowest VA and Medicare prices, respectively, were $214.52 and $933.88. These are whopping differences, large enough for the ICCR and its allies to cast the pharmaceutical industry as a rogue entity at odds with the public interest. Government, say critics, has a responsibility to disrupt the pursuit of excess profit on behalf of people in need.

This is an emotionally satisfying understanding of reality, one pitting the forces of virtue, “the people,” against opportunistic middlemen raking in unconscionable fees and passing the cost along to the manufacturer and ultimately the consumer. But Pharmacy Benefit Managers, who represent more than 3,000 private-sector national, regional and local health plans, should be seen in a different light. Like stock brokers, real estate brokers and sports agents, these middlemen are in the business of increasing the range of information to buyers and sellers. In the pharmaceutical industry, knowledge is power—a power that works on behalf of consumers.

It isn’t simply industry forces who question the wisdom of requiring HHS to negotiate for prescription drug purchases in the Medicare program, which amount to about 60 percent of all U.S. purchases.\textsuperscript{62} A few years ago, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) issued a statement in response to an inquiry by Sen. Bill Frist, R-Tenn., himself a trained physician, indicating that striking the non-interference clause would have “a negligible effect on federal spending.”\textsuperscript{63} CBO Director Douglas Holtz-Eakin went even further in January 2004 Senate testimony.\textsuperscript{64}

If you put in a provision and language into a bill as passed which said the (Health and Human Services) Secretary ‘should’ or ‘must’ negotiate, we think there is the potential for savings in some drugs, presumably the non-preferred drugs...But given bottom lines, to the extent that you move down the prices on one drug, you probably move up the prices on the preferred drugs, and on balance, you could raise costs.

Holtz-Eakin’s message was clear: Government-negotiated pricing not only would not lower prices, but in all likelihood might raise them. A little over a month later, he reiterated this point in a letter to Sen. Ron Wyden, D-Ore., indicating that there would be “little, if any, potential savings.”\textsuperscript{65}

The Congressional Budget Office isn’t the only source of skepticism over the wisdom of supplanting private with government negotiation. In late 2006, the Health and Human Services Department’s Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services estimated that average premiums for the basic Medicare Part D benefit had fallen to an average of $22 a month for seniors, well under the $37 monthly figure that it earlier had projected the coverage to cost. The cost-savings, noted the researchers, was mainly due to strong competition and beneficiary choices. Moreover, beneficiaries were saving nearly $1,200 annually on their drug costs.

So how is it that Pharmacy Benefit Managers manage to lower prices? They do so in several ways.

First, managers take advantage of economies of scale. They have created large-volume mail order pharmacies to handle refills for long-term maintenance and drug therapies. What's more, they have developed retail networks through which enrollees can enter a service agreement. Under this kind of arrangement, a PBM steers patients to a particular pharmacy; in turn, the pharmacy reduces its per-prescription dispensing fee.

Second, benefit managers, with prior patient or doctor approval, can produce savings by substituting less-expensive for more-expensive drugs. This includes prescriptions for generic rather than branded drugs. Because patient or doctor approval is required, PBMs can devise “formularies” by which they can weigh costs and benefits. A formulary is a list of drugs within a therapeutic class, with each class ranked by preference. Effectiveness, side effects and cost all determine a drug's inclusion on a given list. And rendering judgment here requires expertise. To create and update its drug formulary, the PBM assembles a Pharmacy & Therapeutics Committee of physicians, pharmacists and other persons with clinical knowledge. The PBM then creates formulary-preference incentives for doctors and patients, such as lowering patient copayments for generic drugs and persuading pharmacists to call doctors for approval to make drug substitutions.

Third, by virtue of getting drugs included on a given formulary, Pharmacy Benefits Managers are more likely to obtain other price-reducing incentives. That is, if the PBM has a large market share, its programs to encourage drug substitution can be used as leverage to persuade drug manufacturers to offer further discounts or rebates. Even though drugs are not perfect substitutes for one another, armed with accurate information, doctors and patients can decide the extent to which their decisions are driven by cost considerations.

Fourth and finally, pharmacy benefit managers can reduce health care costs by instituting improvements in prescription and dispensing practices. Volume counts here as well as price. If a particular drug is more expensive but also more effective, its ultimate long-run cost may be lower than cheaper, but less effective alternatives. PBMs can derive reasonably accurate information through a process called “drug utilization review.” Doctors and pharmacists may have accurate knowledge, but all too often it is a partial picture. Managers are in a position to see the picture whole, using information to improve the quality of care while reducing costs within the context of a comprehensive health insurance plan.

Unfortunately, the ICCR and other critics of close working relationships between pharmacy benefit managers, doctors and health-plan providers see inefficiency and possibly corruption in all this. In their haste to condemn the apparently incestuous networks that profit from patients, they overlook the inescapable reality that markets require information to strike a balance between quality and cost. And it is PBMs who are best positioned to gather and disseminate such information.

Undaunted, Congress continues to push for direct federal negotiation. Led by House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and Rep. Henry Waxman, both California Democrats, the U.S. House of Representatives in January 2007 passed by a 255-170 margin the Medicare Fair Prescription Drug Price Act of 2007 (H.R. 4), requiring the HHS secretary to negotiate prices. But the Senate in April could muster only a 55-42 majority to invoke cloture (i.e., prevent a filibuster) in its bill (S. 3), well short of the 60 votes needed to bring a vote on its milder bill (which allowed rather than required federal negotiation) to the floor. “It's beyond me why the Senate would not choose to stand up for seniors,” Senate Finance Committee Chairman Max Baucus, D-Mont., a bill co-sponsor, said afterward. Such a statement mistates the issue. Everyone, regardless of age, wants to stand up for seniors. The problem with Senator Baucus and legislators like him is that they deeply mistrust the capacity of markets to produce a beneficial set of results.

**Federal Employees: Prime Beneficiaries of Private Negotiation**

The irony of the opposition to private negotiation is that the federal work force long has enjoyed a system of privately-negotiated drug prices: the Federal Employees Health Benefits Program (FEHBP). This program provides health insurance through various networks for more than 8 million government employees, retirees and family members.

The evidence appears to weigh in favor of private negotiation. In 2002,
The General Accounting Office (now known as the Government Accountability Office) obtained prices for 18 drugs in selected states that three FEHBP plans paid to their Pharmacy Benefits Managers for retail and mail-order prescriptions, and then compared them to (non-PBM) prices paid at retail pharmacies. The GAO found that average prices for 14 brand-name drugs negotiated through retail and mail order prices were, respectively, $72.85 and $64.44. By contrast, the average price for the same drugs without third-party coverage at three dozen selected pharmacies was $88.59. In other words, private negotiators adhered to federal policy to negotiate prices lower than the non-federal average manufacturer price. Moreover, the VA is authorized to enter into multi-year contracts for other drugs, lowering the price to levels even below the discounted FSS rate.

The arrangement has at least three cost-cutting features that enable drug companies to pass their savings to customers. First, participating firms can more than offset the potential loss of revenue by picking up volume from non-participating competitors that produce substitute drugs. Second, because more than 75,000 doctors, residents, fellows and students each year receive some or all of their medical training at VA hospitals, drug manufacturers have a ready-made revenue base at those facilities. Indeed, this advantage is even more pronounced over the long term because medical students, once engaged in post-training practice, tend to prescribe according to patterns they picked up during their stay at a VA hospital. Third and finally, the VA receives a discount from its prime vendor of roughly 3 percent, or about 1.4 percent of the average wholesale price, for prompt payment.

So if this program structure is so sensible, why doesn't Medicare emulate it? The reason is that the VA program is set up to be wholly unique. First, the Department of Veterans Affairs uses a closed network of doctors, hospitals, and pharmacies working off a highly restricted formulary. And this formulary is available, for the most part, only through drug prescriptions from participating VA doctors and pharmacies. That is why less than a third of the drugs available to Medicare patients are available to VA patients. Second, only about 4 percent of prescriptions filled by the VA are off-formulary. Third, VA drug prices do not include administrative or service costs, which are covered separately in the VA budget. Finally, the VA keeps prices low by restricting drug choices and by filling 75 percent of its prescriptions through its own mail order system rather than through local pharmacies.

Transforming Medicare Part D into a VA-like program on the surface seems like a sound idea. But in practice it would necessitate creating restrictions on access to drugs, a strategy to which seniors repeatedly have expressed opposition. And those restrictions in the end likely would not even lower operating costs.

The Guiding Reality: Economies of Scale

The pharmaceutical industry is marked by wide competition and high entry costs. Developing and bringing to the market even one life-saving drug requires an enormous up-front investment, both in time and money, to produce any returns. To impose controls on the price of the eventual product is tantamount to diminishing the incentive for the firm to develop and launch the drug. In 2006, America’s drug and biotechnology firms spent $55.2 billion on pharmaceutical development. That kind of investment has paid off, at least relative to the rest of the world. In recent years, the U.S., where prices are comparatively uncontrolled, was responsible for more than 80 percent of the top 15 drugs in the world, and nearly 70 percent of all new drug sales.

The effort to bring these drugs, especially “miracle” drugs, to the marketplace involves a good deal of trial and error. That is why the final product
costs so much. An appropriate analogy would be oil or gas exploration, whose test drills inevitably yield far more “dry holes” than successes. Likewise, prices of the relatively few medicines that yield successful results represent the absorption of losses incurred during the entire exploration process. “As with public utility natural monopolies,” writes the University of Chicago’s Richard Epstein, “pharmaceutical products are characterized by an extremely high fixed cost to get a given product to market, coupled with a relatively low marginal cost for the production of additional units of the product.”

Ali-marginal cost for the production of market, coupled with a relatively low cost to get a given product to market, coupled with a relatively low marginal cost for the production of additional units of the product.”

Additionally, in 2001 estimated that each new drug was up from $54 billion in 1979 and $231 million in 1991. In 2003, using a different methodology than the Tufts researchers, the Boston consulting firm Bain & Co. estimated the sum at $1.7 billion. The Tufts study has been the target of criticism, most significantly by journalist Merrill Goozner, who alluded to the center’s 2001 report in his book, The $800 Million Pill. He and other critics, including the Ralph Nader-founded advocacy group Public Citizen, argue that a drug’s true R&D outlay lies somewhere in the $100 million-to-$250 million range. But this criticism is itself questionable, for it examines the cost of developing that particular drug by excluding all “dry holes” preceding it. The Tufts researchers noted, in fact, that out of every 5,000 medicines undergoing initial tests, only five make it to clinical trial testing. And of those five, only one eventually receives FDA approval for patient use.

Critics of the drug companies counter that government subsidizes much of the research allegedly paid out of the drug companies’ pockets. The American people pay twice, first as taxpayers and then as consumers, generating outlandish profits for these firms. What’s more, the critics say, government researchers outperform their private-sector counterparts in terms of generating key discoveries. Too often, drug companies put their resources into semi-copycat, “me-too” drugs, especially when the patents for innovative drugs expire. The proliferation of close substitutes serves to inflate drug prices. Goozner has been particularly prominent in making this charge. From an analysis of FDA data and an interview with Tufts’ DiMasi, he concluded that roughly 40 percent to 50 percent of all private industry research is aimed at developing me-too drugs.

Successful pre-clinical in vitro or animal experiments represent merely the beginning of the process of bringing a drug to market. The real challenge comes with human testing, which typically consists of three phases. Phase I studies involve a few dozen healthy volunteer subjects. The purpose here is to determine how a drug is absorbed, distributed, metabolized and excreted by the body, and to identify any side effects, especially those associated with increased dosages. Phase II studies, assuming the previous phase has generated promising results, determine the scientific validity of the drug. They generate data on the effectiveness of the drug for patients with particular conditions, and help identify common short-term side effects. Closely monitored, these studies involve relatively small patient samples. If the company decides further research is desirable, it goes on to Phase III, which are expanded controlled and uncontrolled trials. This phase seeks to gain additional
data about the drug’s effectiveness and safety, so as to serve as a basis for physician labeling. Whereas 20 to 300 persons take part in a Phase II trial, around 300 to 3,000 participate in Phase III.

The Food and Drug Administration supervises the whole process. Since landmark 1962 legislation, the FDA has had broad authority to review safety, efficiency, quality, and promotion of new drugs. All R&D must be in accordance with standards set forth by the FDA’s Center for Drug Evaluation and Research. The center has the authority to halt any study it deems unsafe or unable to meet stated objectives, and it often hires outside advisors to conduct evaluations. It’s a slow process, though the agency may expedite it for drugs with unusual promise or for diseases with no adequate cures at present. FDA is a complex bureaucracy, subject to influence from political and peer-review forces and a temptation to arbitrarily exercise of authority.

The drug industry’s alleged runaway profits should be seen as mainly the result of a high front-end investment. Subsidized or not, its R&D component is substantially higher than for industry as a whole. The University of Pennsylvania’s Patricia Danzon estimates that while R&D costs at U.S. drug companies account for about 13 percent to 20 percent of sales, for all U.S. industry the figure is only 4 percent. Adding to this dilemma is that the drug industry’s marginal costs—the cost of producing each additional unit for sale—are low. A firm has to be confident that it can charge a price for a given drug that exceeds the marginal cost. Otherwise, it will not make the drug. The Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility and its affiliates appear misguided in their attempts to exact commitments from drug companies to allow lower-priced generic drugs to be available parallel to on-patent versions.

Yet that is not the whole story. For the ICCR has concentrated its campaign to lower drug prices on a worldwide basis, concentrating on Third World nations faced with an epidemic of AIDS. A marginal-pricing strategy here in the U.S. would be difficult enough to generate any return. But in developing nations, with far lower household incomes and assets, it would be impossible in lieu of a huge subsidy.

Let us elaborate. R&D, by its nature, is a “joint” fixed cost. That is, its benefits cannot be limited to specific countries. A new wonder drug that benefits patients in America inevitably confers similar benefits on patients.
in France, Japan, Nigeria and India. All nations, rich or poor, in economic terms, are “free riders” in realizing the benefits of discovery. It follows that if American firms are to sell brand-name drugs in developing countries—the ones most devastated by AIDS—they must be confident that revenues from those drugs in the U.S. and other high-income countries will remain unaffected. In absence of country-by-country price differentiation, argues Danzon, manufacturer revenues will drop, possibly to the point where the company will cease production. If that happens, all patients throughout the world are worse off.

Fortunately, there is a mechanism that allows our drug manufacturers to engage in differential pricing. It is called the patent. Ironically, ICCR and allied activists are doing what they can to undermine its legitimacy.

Foreign Circumvention of U.S. Patent Laws: Price Controls by Any Other Name

Patent laws protect the right of an inventor to enjoy revenues from the sale of his invention. They are a necessary element in preventing theft. Without such protection, an inventor would be far less likely to spend the time and cost necessary to create an economically viable product. But patents are a two-edged sword. By definition, the power to grant a patent is also the power to deny, revoke or undermine it. And through that kind of control, national governments, here and elsewhere, have at their disposal the ultimate veto over a producer’s ability to set prices.

A patent, like a copyright, is a government grant of monopoly. It provides the holder of a discovery—in this case, a prescription drug—an exclusive and enforceable right to sell the product under a brand name for a specified period of time. Once a drug’s patent expires, anyone can copy and sell it, provided they can convince authorities that the product is identical to the original and safe for use. The introduction of the drug under a generic name prior to the expiration of the patent period has the potential to drastically reduce manufacturer revenues. After Merck’s cholesterol-lowering drug, Zocor, lost its patent protection in mid 2006, for example, sales plummeted. Major pharmaceutical companies, here and abroad, are establishing generic subsidiaries, such as Greenstone (Pfizer) and Sandoz (Novartis), precisely for the purpose of recapturing lost post-expiration revenues. Even with a patent, a drug company is not assured of profitability. The international standard for a patent (subject to waivers) is 20 years, a period that starts on the date of filing rather than commercial availability. And between now and 2012 any number of best-selling drugs will lose their patent protection. Prominent among them are Fosamax (Merck), Prevacid (Abbott/Takeda), Lipitor (Pfizer), and Plavix (Bristol-Myers Squibb).91

The ICCR’s price-reduction campaign is focused on the Third World, especially those nations ravaged by HIV/AIDS. Affiliated investors, working with foreign governments, are coaxing companies to allow cheaper, generic versions of on-patent drugs to be sold in their respective countries. Now even in developed nations, drug prices are lower than in the U.S. Our own International Trade Administration (part of the U.S. Department of Commerce), analyzed data from nine OECD countries, and discovered drug prices in seven of those nations ranged from 35 to 48 percent lower than prices here, due in large measure to government controls. But in developing countries, most people cannot afford drugs even at these levels. As a result, governments of AIDs-wracked nations have begun to respond by issuing parallel licenses to undermine patent protection in lieu of manufacturer price cuts. This opens the floodgates for generic copies of questionable value.
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virenz, after giving the firm a week to “negotiate” a lower price.

The South African government is of like mind. In 1997, it passed a law granting its health ministry the power to override existing patents, with or without the patent holder’s consent, to “determine that the rights with regard to any medicine under a patent granted in this Republic shall not extend to acts in respect of such medicine.”

The new law also opened the door to compulsory licensing, which allows the government to license domestic companies to produce generic drugs at far lower prices, following payment of a licensing fee to the affected companies. Several dozen pharmaceutical firms doing business in that country went to court to challenge the law, but wound up sustaining so much public-relations damage that they dropped the suit unconditionally.

Meanwhile, the Thai government issued compulsory licenses that allowed cheap generic versions of Kaletra while its patent was still in effect, something that won praise from the ICCR in a November 2006 update of its Benchmarking AIDS report. The decision would have consequences. In early 2007, Abbott Laboratories pulled Kaletra and six other drugs from that country.

Combating these “agreements” is easier said than done. Legalized patent infringement is ingrained in the World Trade Organization-administered Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) of 1994 and the more strongly-worded Doha Agreement of 2001, each of which authorizes Third World governments, under cover of meeting a national emergency, to issue compulsory licenses without securing the permission of patent holders, so as to promote “access” to medicines.

Doha waived the “local requirement” provisions in TRIPS, paving the way for the European Union and Canada several years later to formally allow compulsory licensing for the manufacture of patented drugs exported to developing nations.

Not surprisingly, the United Nations, a virtual mouthpiece for the Third World, also has pulled this stunt. In the spring of 2000, several companies, following weeks of discussions with U.N. officials, pledged to sell to their anti-AIDS drugs in Africa for as little as pennies above operating costs. Under the agreement, Bristol-Meyers Squibb, Merck, Roche, GlaxoWellcome (now GlaxoSmithKline) and Boehringer-Ingelheim would sell their products at prices well below even discounted levels. “It’s the first time the companies are collectively willing to discuss a truly significant decline in prices,” said Peter Piot, director of the United Nations AIDS program. “It is something many of us have long hoped for.”

Such practices, though dressed up as adherence to high moral principle, amount to legalized extortion. Governments of high-poverty nations effectively are telling U.S. drug manufacturers: “Pay now or pay a lot more later on.” Their officials are forcing U.S. pharmaceutical companies into a choice of either lowering drug prices or watching their patent protection become next to meaningless. Such a policy inadvertently raises prices for customers in other countries. Ironically, individuals in those high-poverty countries suffer the most. The University of Chicago’s Richard Epstein explains:

Decisions like those in Brazil and Thailand cripple incentives to invest in new drugs, particularly for AIDS, for which sick people worldwide will pay the price tomorrow. What drug company will invest in new and useful products when the ensuing harsh policy will damage its global brand? Better to stand aside and let someone else take the heat. But who will step forward?

The ICCR and its affiliates do not object to such strong-arm tactics. Indeed, they encourage them as part of a long-range cost-cutting strategy. And they make threats in the process. When the center released its update of Benchmarking AIDS, its health care project director Daniel Rosan justified the Thai government’s issuance of compulsory licenses for Kaletra with a less than subtle warning: “Single-source drug suppliers in developing countries create public health risks—shortages, stock-outs, and so on. Generic competition is the only proven way to lower drug prices and Abbott would be better served to allow such competition and reap the licensing fees than court the kind of negative attention shareholders have seen recently.”

Foreign re-importation, the buying by foreign sources of American-patented drugs and the reselling of these drugs to this country, is a growing and insidious form of patent infringement. It also happens to be illegal. While people are free to travel to a foreign country to buy U.S.-patented pharmaceuticals, they cannot order these drugs through a foreign pharmacy, whether through the Internet or regular mail, from an American location. Under current U.S. law, re-importation is allowed only if the Secretary of Health and Human Services determines that such action would not result in health risks and would lead to a significant drop in drug costs.

Despite intense political pressure, the Bush administration has been no more willing to exercise this option than was the Clinton administration.

In an American context, the prime re-importer is Canada. Aside from
location, there is another advantage: Prescription drugs in Canada on average sell for about 40 percent less than here.98 Much ink has been spilled on the alleged superiority of the Canadian system relative to ours, on how Canada provides the same high level of service and products at far more reasonable prices, thanks to that country's single-payer (i.e., government-run) health insurance.99 What such a claim overlooks is that legalizing re-importation of U.S. drugs from Canada would represent a de facto system of Canadian price controls on America, to the benefit of our neighbors to the north. Even Canadians then-Minister of Health, Ujjal Dosanjh, admitted a few years ago that his country's drug industry "is based on a false economy and on a price differential that was created for the benefit of Canadians and not for the consumption of Americans."100 Interestingly, R&D spending in Canada sharply increased after the late 80s, when the Canadian government curtailed and eventually eliminated compulsory licensing for drug innovations, effectively restoring patent protection.101 If the Canadian health care system works, it's because it fitfully resembles our own.

The case for re-importation looks impeccable on the surface. American consumers who order products from Canadian locations get the best of both worlds: high quality and low prices. But this "ideal" arrangement falls apart when confronted by the dynamics of producer behavior. Common sense dictates that if a pharmaceutical company can't recoup the cost of developing a particular drug or group of drugs, it eventually will cut back on research and development. Allowing re-imported drugs to be sold here produces the same effect as price controls. The University of Connecticut's John Vernon stated as much in recent Senate testimony. "Using established economic models and statistical techniques," he noted, "we estimated that a new policy that reduces pharmaceutical profit margins in the U.S. to non-U.S. levels will cause firm R&D spending to decline by between 25 and 35 percent, all things considered. An importation policy that imports regulated prices from foreign markets will theoretically have this effect on U.S. profit margins."102

A potentially greater source of patent avoidance is the black market, much of which is transacted over the Internet. Such pharmacies are open to all buyers, without prescription. Unfortunately, they also are open to counterfeit artists masquerading as legitimate businessmen peddling medicine that is useless, and on due occasion, dangerous. Very often, drugs are mislabeled; dosages are misstated; expirations dates don't match the medication; and labels are in the wrong language or outdated. The Center for Medicine in the Public Interest (CMPI), a New York-based research group, estimates that counterfeit-drug commerce worldwide will grow at an annual rate of 13 percent through 2010, by such time fake drugs will generate some $75 billion in revenues, up by 92 percent from 2005. The World Health Organization estimates that counterfeit drugs as a share of the total market commonly ranges anywhere from 10 to 40 percent of a nation's total market.103

The Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility and its affiliates would counter this trend by calling for safeguards to protect the unsuspecting poor against fraud. But that is far easier said than done. As CMPI co-founder Peter Pitts explains,104

The issue is global. National borders mean nothing to these criminals. Pharmaceuticals are easily smuggled because medical supplies are a humanitarian need. Law authorities are frequently stymied. Our FDA must work with the World Health Organization, Interpol and other international public health and law enforcement organizations. Jurisdictions overlap. Fake drugs, substituted for the real thing, move under the cover of aid efforts. And then both can be sold to double profits.

Now it is true that a certain amount of drug fraud will occur even under a system of strong patent protection. But the circumvention is made easier when official means of discovery are weak. Counterfeiting, by its nature, is about evading normal channels.105

Unfortunately, Congress is yielding to arguments of activists seeking to weaken patent protection under the guise of reforming it. The basic law governing drug patent protection is the Drug Price Competition and Patent Term Restoration Act of 1984. The legislation, led by the still-active Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, and Rep. Henry Waxman, D-Calif., tried to strike a balance between providing financial incentives to create generic drugs and promoting pharmaceutical company research and development. On one hand, the Hatch-Waxman law created a revolution by expanding the availability of generic drugs, allowing them quick FDA marketing approval through submission of "bioequivalence" studies, as opposed to the far more costly clinical studies. On the other hand, it granted pharmaceutical firms an extra five years on top of the existing 20 years for marketing exclusivity, so as to make up for the time a patented pipeline drug remains in development. Moreover, the law granted a 30-month stay to drug companies that file suit against generic drug makers that challenge their patents.

Critics over the years have denounced the law's "loopholes" as
being unable to prevent major drug manufacturers from keeping generic equivalents off the market. Both major presidential candidates in 2008, Sen. Barack Obama, D-Ill., and Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., have indicated they seek to eliminate these loopholes. Indeed, McCain, along with Sen. Charles Schumer, D-N.Y., in 2001 sponsored legislation (which passed in July 2002) designed to do just that.106 In the current 110th Congress, Reps. Howard Berman, D-Calif., and Lamar Smith, R-Tex., have co-sponsored the Patent Reform Act (H.R. 1908), passed by the full House in September 2007 by a 225–175 margin.107 The product of numerous hearings and working groups, the measure would expand opportunities for patent infringement—and without recourse by the patent-holder to sue for compensation. One of the bill’s key provisions would require every patent application to be published on the Internet within 18 months of filing.108 This overlooks reality, particularly in the pharmaceutical industry. The time elapse between the filing of a patent application and its approval is typically longer, often twice as long as in industry generally. Even without waiting for FDA approval, most patents reflect extensive testing by outside sources. Without strong protection, many drug companies might well relocate elsewhere or simply withdraw support from complex areas of research for which there is little short-term payoff.109

Another proposal in Congress effectively would legalize the black market by awarding prizes to drug companies with innovative ideas who allow their work to become part of the public domain. The key person behind this legislation is Jamie Love, head of a Washington, D.C.-based think tank, Knowledge Ecology International (KEI), which lobbies Congress on technology, intellectual property and health issues. KEI was the driving force behind a bill introduced by Sen. Bernie Sanders, I-Vt., the Medical Innovation Prize Act of 2007. The measure would authorize the disbursement of federal cash awards to companies developing medicines for use in the Third World that otherwise might be viewed as unprofitable.

Love insists his proposal is soundly rooted in the interests of private enterprise.110 “We’re saying we want to give $80 billion a year to biotechs, Big Pharma,” he states. “Is that really anti-business? To me, it’s a market-oriented alternative to an unproductive, ethically-challenged system. Patients prefer a free market, but they don’t like monopolies where you pay $100,000 a year for cancer medicines.” Love summarizes his proposal this way: “It’s either going to be price controls or prizes.” The reality is that the two alternatives amount to the same thing. Most of the $80 billion in prize money, Love admits, would come out of the presumed savings from having the federal government negotiate drug prices under Medicare. What’s more, the capacity for favoritism of certain classes of drugs over others would be substantial, given that a 13-member board, nine of them presidential appointees, would decide what innovations to award and in what amounts. To top things off, federal regulators would have the authority to put a new drug’s formula in the public domain, ready for duplication and sale by all other drug makers. The plan thus not only would lend new meaning to the term “picking winners and losers,” it would render our patent system almost meaningless.

Broadening the basis for patent infringement, like other forms of price controls, is a counterproductive way to provide medicine to persons most in need. That it contributes heavily to an international black market of fraudulent drugs sold over the Internet and other media merely adds insult to injury. The poorest of the poor do not benefit under such a situation. As an indirect form of price control, the end result of patent avoidance will be to reduce the incentive of pharmaceutical manufacturers to develop and market beneficial therapeutic drugs. By demanding the sale of generic drugs through parallel agreements, the ICCR and its affiliates believe they are fulfilling higher moral laws. In the process, they are revealing their inattentiveness to the laws of supply and demand.

Sunny Rhetoric and Shady Practices: The Strange Case of Catholic Healthcare West

The investor and health care organizations that comprise the Religious Left are possessed of misguided economics. Yet less obviously, at least
These suits have tended to result in and families lacking health insurance. Practices, especially toward individuals engaging compensation for abusive business practices, most of all at the expense of low-income patients on whose behalf they speak. The organization is Catholic Healthcare West (CHW). Founded in the mid-Eighties, the San Francisco-based nonprofit health care network represents about 40 hospitals and clinics in California, Arizona and Nevada, making it one of the nation’s leading regional health care providers. Catholic Healthcare West is a member organization of the Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility, thus formally committing itself to the highest fiduciary standards. Significantly, its vice president of community health, Sister Susan Vickers, is one of the three activists cited at the beginning of this report and also a member of the 15-person ICCR board.

The hospital network makes explicit on its website (www.chwhealth.org) its Christian humanitarian mission:

Catholic Healthcare West and our Sponsoring Congregations are committed to furthering the healing ministry of Jesus. We dedicate our resources to: delivering compassionate, high-quality, affordable health services; serving and advocating for our sisters and brothers who are poor and disenfranchised; and partnering with others in the community to improve the quality of life.

These are noble-sounding words. And the nonprofit consortium on occasion has lent credibility to them, providing roughly $500 million annually in free health care to the poor.111 But there is a darker side to this charitable impulse. More than once, Catholic Healthcare West has been the target of a whistle-blower lawsuit seeking compensation for abusive business practices, especially toward individuals and families lacking health insurance. These suits have tended to result in costly out-of-court settlements.

A decade ago, responding to a whistle-blower’s complaint, the U.S. government and the State of California sued Catholic Healthcare West and one of its subsidiaries, Mercy Health Care Sacramento. George Baca, formerly CHW’s executive director of patient services, in 1998 had filed a qui tam lawsuit112 under the False Claims Act alleging his ex-employer knowingly had defrauded Medicare and other federal health insurance programs. Mercy Health Care, the suit charged, systematically had inflated reimbursement claims at two of its clinics, Woodland Clinic Medical Group and MedClinic of Sacramento. The defendants, without admitting wrongdoing, settled with the government in May 2001, agreeing to pay $10.25 million in damages.113 Just three months later, in August 2001, Catholic Health Care West agreed to a $10.7 million settlement in a separate qui tam case. The U.S. Department of Justice claimed that four of its hospitals during the period 1987–94 illegally charged the government for surgeries conducted with experimental equipment. Prosecutors alleged that the surgeries were not covered under Medicare and that the health care provider was aware of this when it filed for reimbursement. The CHW-affiliated hospitals named in the suit were Mercy General Hospital (Sacramento), Sequoia Hospital (Redwood City, Calif.), Seton Medical Center (Daly City, Calif.), and St. Joseph’s Hospital and Medical Center (Phoenix). A complaint filed by Kevin Cosens, a former medical device salesman, had triggered the case.114

By no means was this the last such case. In 2002, CHW agreed to pay more than $9 million to settle a suit filed on behalf of former Mercy Health Care Sacramento reimbursement analyst Joseph A. Kimball. Kimball alleged that during the period 1990–99, CHW and 13 of its hospitals knowingly had submitted false reimbursement reports under Medicare and other federal health programs. The government accused CHW of maintaining two sets of books, one it showed to auditors and the other it kept hidden indicating the false claims. Elements in the latter document included refinanced hospital bonds, a hospital purchase, treatment of indigent patients, and cost allocation among affiliates. Under the settlement, Catholic Healthcare West agreed to pay the U.S. government $8.5 million, plus plaintiff’s attorney’s fees.115

The biggest actions were yet to come. In 2004, attorneys for Lieff Cabraser Heimann & Bernstein of San Francisco and the Scruggs Law Firm of Oxford, Miss. sued CHW, alleging that the nonprofit chain had charged uninsured patients excessive and unfair prices. After extensive negotiations, the nonprofit hospital network succumbed. The agreement, finalized in San Francisco Superior Court in January 2007, entitles roughly 780,000 class plaintiffs with household incomes of $250,000 or less to file claims for refunds or bill reductions of 35 percent based on visits occurring during July 1, 2001–September 25, 2006. The estimated value of these adjustments is $423 million. The settlement also commits CHW to offering discount prices to uninsured patients for at least four years and to adopting more “compassionate” overdue bill collection practices than the rogue methods employed by third-party collectors.116

Meanwhile, in October 2005, a Los Angeles-based Hispanic advocacy group, Consejo de Latinos Unidos (Council of United Latinos), filed a class-action suit against CHW for...
price-gouging. The organization’s founder and executive director, K.B. Forbes, had made news two years earlier by coaxing a settlement out of Tenet H healthcare Corporation, the nation’s second-largest hospital chain, for alleged Medicare fraud and illegal kickbacks to doctors. H is suit against Catholic Healthcare West likewise was ambitious. Forbes accused the nonprofit group of overcharging uninsured CHW patients up to five times what it charged private insurers and government agencies for the same services. The suit also alleged the hospital chain had engaged in abusive third-party collection practices.

Now Consejo de Latinos Unidos is an egregious booster of mass immigration, including the illegal kind. And Forbes, despite his Anglo-Scots last name, is a radical Hispanic ethnic politician, rarely ceasing to note that many Hispanics lack health insurance. Still, the lawsuit has some real basis. Data from the State of California’s Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development indicate that the uninsured accounted for a tiny fraction of all patients at Catholic Healthcare West’s California hospitals, yet more than three-fourths of its profits. T he suit has yet to be resolved.

These suits, it is worth noting, were instrumental in bringing about what amount to government price controls in California. In October 2006, California G O P Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger signed a bill making the state the second in the nation (after New York) to protect uninsured and low-income patients from abusive hospital billing and collection practices. On the surface, that looks commendable— who could be against abusive practices of any kind? But the new law, which took effect on January 1, 2007, may serve to put the state’s hospitals at greater risk of fiscal insolvency. It bars hospitals from charging self-paying patients who earn up to 350 percent of the federal poverty line any more than levels charged by Medicare and other government programs. It’s an old cliche, but often true: T he cure may be worse than the disease.

If Catholic Healthcare West advocates for the poor and the disenfranchised, it doesn’t scrim on compensation for its top people, least of all CEO Lloyd H. Dean. Dean received a reported $5.8 million in the year ending June 30, 2005, up from around $4 million the previous year. T hat sum didn’t include a $2 million interest-free loan, due in five years, enabling him to buy a $1.2 million penthouse condominium overlooking San Francisco Bay. T he best part of the deal was that all but $250,000 of the debt would be forgiven if he stayed on the job for at least five years.

Such generosity, however, doesn’t necessarily extend to lower-ranking employees. In July 2007, two nurses in Arizona brought forth a class-action suit in U.S. District Court against the Arizona Hospital and Healthcare Association and a dozen other hospital corporations, among them Catholic Healthcare West, charging that since 1997 the defendants had engaged in a cartel to suppress the wages of temporary and traveling nurses. Two months earlier the U.S. Department of Justice and the State of Arizona sued the association. T he action shortly thereafter coaxed an agreement from the association to abandon anti-competitive practices, but without providing compensation to the nurses. T he more recent suit seeks to do the latter.

It is true that the plaintiffs in these cases may have their own self-interested motives. As is often the case, when a target with deep pockets gives in, the outcome sets the stage for future suits. It is telling that the Scruggs firm that helped arrange the January 2007 settlement (led by the irrepresrible Dickie Scruggs, who in March 2008 pleaded guilty in federal court to attempting to bribe a state judge in a case relating to Hurricane Katrina litigation fees) was a key figure in the state attorneys generals’ $246 billion shakedown of tobacco companies back in the N i neties. H is firm, as of the summer of 2006, was involved in 40 similar health care cases nationwide in “various stages of litigation.”

That said, Catholic Healthcare West has much to answer for. Its officials, like those of other I C C R-affiliated groups, speak with passion and eloquence about helping the least financially able. Yet principles and reality haven't necessarily squared away with each other. T he hospital chain is finding out the hard way that running an enterprise is a lot harder than lecturing those who do.

C onclusion: In Defense of the Self-Governing Corporation

T he Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility has a radical vision: the transformation of the corporation, especially in America, into a vehicle for a power transfer. And their master strategy is to become shareholders, thus positioning themselves to advance the grievances of voiceless stakeholders.

In a real sense, the Left activists have won. Corporate officials prefer to endorse their rhetoric rather than challenge it. Writing a few years...
ago in The Economist, Clive Crook observed: 126

Today corporate social responsibility, if it is nothing else, is the tribute that capitalism everywhere pays to virtue. It would be a challenge to find a recent annual report of any big international company that justifies the firm’s existence in terms of profit, rather than service to the community...In public-relations terms, their [advocates of corporate social responsibility] victory is total. In fact, their opponents never turned up. Unopposed, the CSR movement has distilled a widespread suspicion of capitalism into a set of demands for action. As its champions would say, they have held companies to account, by embarrassing the ones that especially offend against the principles of CSR, and by mobilising public sentiment and an almost universally sympathetic press against them. Intellectually, at least, the corporate world has surrendered and gone over to the other side.

It is hard to imagine any CEO of today this side of Cypress Semiconductor’s T. J. Rodgers and a few others favorably quoting the late Milton Friedman’s famous words in 1970 that “there is one and only one social responsibility of business—to use its resources and engage in activities designed to increase its profits so long as it stays within the rules of the game, which is to say, engages in open and free competition without deception or fraud.” 127 Indeed, in some image-conscious companies, uttering such words could be cause for termination.

Groups such as the Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility appear to be capitalists. After all, they hold shares in publicly-traded corporations. Yet that in itself doesn’t translate into support for company self-determination. Indeed, the ICCR and its affiliated organizations are not so much capitalists as what economist David Henderson calls “global salvationists.” 128 That is, these people see the corporation as a tool for affecting a broad societal transformation. In their minds, business must assume the role of philanthropy. Salvationists are gaining in influence, especially through nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), the more moderate of which corporate officials now often consult prior to making major decisions. 129

Most of these organizations are not extralegal provocateurs of the sort who rioted in the streets of Seattle in late 1999. But though tactics differ, the goals of violent and peaceful salvationists are remarkably similar. Each faction frames its arguments in highly emotional language designed to articulate shareholder grievances rather than boost firm productivity. And their claims and operating styles, in their minds, should have far less scrutiny than the companies they target.

“(T)he fact that today's social pressures on businesses to take the path of CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility)
come from many sources, and are generally within the law,” writes Henderson, “does not mean that they are well-founded.” In the minds of such activists, purity of motive counts more than verifiability of results.

These tireless warriors for equality and sustainability are making certain that the youngest generation is getting the message. In December 2004, for example, a group of well-trained (by the Rainforest Action Network) Connecticut second-graders converged upon the Manhattan headquarters of J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. to protest company policies that allegedly had been contributing toward rainforest destruction and global warming. Company officials responded in a way that must have pleased the kids’ handlers to no end. Rather than explain that its foreign investment might lead simultaneously to a cleaner environment and higher living standards, J.P. Morgan drew up and adopted a ten-page environmental policy requiring borrowers to report and account not only the economic but also the developmental, social, gender and environmental implications of their undertaking.

All of this, laments Czech President Vaclav Klaus, is part of a broad tendency toward “denationalization of nation-states” and “supranationalism and global governance.” As the idea of global corporate governance increasingly becomes accepted wisdom, American companies will be increasingly in a position where they either must play by the new rules or be locked out of doing business in foreign markets, and ultimately in their own country. And that is what Religious Left investors seek — a world in which “irresponsible” companies have no place to hide. Their campaign taps into deep wellsprings of populist resentment toward corporations.

Leftist activists are driven by moral and religious obligation. They may be savvy investors, but what motivates them is less the acquisition of wealth than the remaking of the corporation into a socially-conscious progressive institution, prodded by governments and NGOs. The reward here is mainly psychological: the satisfaction of helping to create a world in which stakeholders decide how to invest corporate resources. Call this 21st-century socialism with a human face, but ICCR shareholders have every intention of pressing companies around the world, one at a time, into service. If successful, they would permanently revolutionize the nature of doing business.

Carl F. Horowitz is director of the Organized Labor Accountability Project at the National Legal and Policy Center. He has a Ph.D. in urban planning and policy development from Rutgers University.
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